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ABSTRACT 

An algorithm for reading images of v.ords of text ,is 
pre'!lt'nted and analyzed. The algonthm IS ba!led on a model of 
the human reading process '.A.'hu.:h suggests that word recognl' 
tlon has two stages: hypothesis generation and hypothesIs test· 
mg. Given an input word. h~'pothesis generation finds a group 
of candidate words from a given '\"!Xabulary. 1I~'pothesls test
ing is a feature testing strategy to discover the word In this 
group that best matches the '.A.'ord in the input image. This 
p;ipt'r concentrates on the hypothesis tt'iting ~tage. which is 
formulated as a tree seilrch problem In which a small number 
of tests are executed to recognl7.1! an Input '.A.'ord. A statistical 
study using a text of over 8()O.0(10 words sho'.A.·s that at most 
th ree tests. from among 212 different tests. '.A.'ould han to be 
executed to recognize any '.A.ord in that text. A complete 
analysIs of this method IS alSfl g!\C'n for smaller text. ... E~ pt'ri' 
ments with word images that show the feaslhiht:; of thiS tech
nique are also described. e,g~ images of 100 '.A.·oras in five 
different fonts were recognized '.A.'ith 92% to 97<;( accuracy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The readmg of text by computer 15 a topic that has been 
in\tstlgated for many years: surveys include (14) and (8L 
\Iost solutions to thiS problem rely on a pr!Xess whereby an 
mput '.A.'ord is segmented into !solale;.i characters and these 
characters are eXhaU~I!\'ely recogniZed. 1I0w!'ver. thIS 
approach is prohablv not rohust enough to handle the wide 
range of fonts and scnpt.~ that people c.;,n easily read. Recent 
resedr,h In thiS area has recognized the Importance of word 
le\ el ":(lnte:uual information to the recc-gnition proces<;{4.lll 
lIowe\'er. these methods have been used only after characters 
have been Isolated and recognized. The worK presented here 
seeKs to bypass the segmentation phase and apply word level 
mformatlon directly to the recognition stage. 

This paper discu~ part of a methodology for solving 
the machine rl.'admg problem that ~d,s to a,hieve human com' 
pt'tence in recognizing tel.(, This methodology seeKs to adapt 
portions of what is lno'.A.'n about the human reading process 
to the deHlopment of r(lhust machine re~dlng algorithms. 
ThIS type of approach share. some s!mllamy to the three levels 
of understanding diSCUssed bv \Iarr In [7L A similar line of 
In4u1ry was followed by Shlllm~n for isolated character recog' 
nltl~In IIOL Shillman determined the parameters of a character 
• .... O£nltlon pwc~ uSing psychological experiments.. This I~ 
I .. an algomhm that. in some cases. was able to out·perform 
humans [I2L The interaction of Knowledge about human read
Ing ;and computational techniques was also observ~ bv Brady 
! II '.A. h('l "reeu l~t~ on the importance of this interactlo~ for the 
..lCO\ elopment of a better understanding of both human reading 

and its computa ional realization. 

The first and most obvious ob!;e,,'ation about human 
rellding IS that it is rutl a character by character recognition 
pr!X('5S. This I.' planation was rejected late in the nineteenth 
..:entury '.A. hen it was dlsco\'ered that pt'ople could recogniu a 
four letter war in about the same amount of time it took to 
recognl7.1! a sin Ie character{2L Some current nplanations of 
human word r ognitlOn Include at least two steps: h~·pot.hesis 
generation by t I.' wholistlc analysis of '.A.·ord images, followed 
by a hYJ'llllhesis testing process that uses information from the 
hvpothesis gene auon phase to carry out a detailed analysis of 
the inpuq9.I3L 

TnI.' hypo hesis generation and hypothesis testing com
ponents of hum n reading are adopted here as the components 
l.f an al!:"nthm for reading text. JI:--'pothesis generation uses a 
1;mall number 0 features e~tracted from the Image of an input 
'.A.'ord hI iocate subset of '.A.'urds In a given \'ocabulary that 
'ihould contain t!he input word. JlYJ1(Ithesis tesung uses the sub
set of '.A.'ords rdturned by the hypothesis generation stage to 
construct a sean:h space where the nodes represent tests that 
dlscnminate bet'Ween 11. different features. There lire 11. outgo' 
ing arcs from e~ch node, e.ch of '.A.'hlch represent the presence 
of one of the It i fe~tures. F..iIch node is also associated '.A. jth a 
set of '.A.'ord!'. Ait the root, thiS ~t of words contains the result 
of the hypotht'i~ generation stage. There is no feature test asso
ciated 'With the ~oot. A descendent of a node is associated with 
a smaller !Itt of !words than Its Immediate ancestor. A terminal 
node has no feature test but has a set of one word a!i.'iOCiated 
'.A.'lIh It. Therefore. any path from the root to a terminal node 
represents the a,ppilcation of a sequence of test.'i to an input 
· ... ord. The results of the tests are indicat~ by the branch 
taKen at eac::h n~e In the path. The word U!iOClaU<i With the 
terminal node IS' the on!' recognized in the input. 

The follo 'lng sections of this paper discuss the algo
rithms for hy the!>ls generation and hypothesiS testing. The 
application dom In is restrIcted to lower'i:ase printed text. The 

section. 

of thiS paper I~ hypothesis testing. H~'pothesis 
iscu!iSed in [5) and is summariud in the ne).t 

The esis generation component of the algorithm 
uses a descriptio of the gross visual charac~nstics of a word 
image to .ndn I to a dictionar~' and retrieve a subset of words 
calle;.i a II.ng rhooJ that haye the same description. The 
\'isual de5j;nptio is the left-to-right sequence of occurrence of 
a small number of features The features are simple and easy 
to euract to in rease the rehability of the tct:hnique in the 
pr<"'en<:c of noise. This type or description was used in [3] in a 
olle-step method !for cursive scnpt word recognition. lIowever • 
thiS approach is better for generating hypotheses about an 

Appeared in the Proceedings of IEEE-CS Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern 
Recognition, Miami Beach, FL June 1986, 156-161. 
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compo min.x min.y ma.l..l max.y size 
type 

dot 26 151 51 176 r9 

vert 28 35 47 11~ 1287 
vert 61 77 76 107 :323 
vert 108 78 123 106 291 
vert I~O 85 156 II~ 347 

• 

051110 

(d) 

Figure t. Example of the image processing operations used in hypoth s generation. (a). sho~'s an input 
word in the B.:dOni Bold font. (b). shows the vertical bars detected in (OIl. (c is the symbolic description of the 
components in (bl. and (d) IS the shape number derived from (el. 

Input word. as IS dont here. since a. smalf number of features 
can serve to partition a large .... u;uonary into .l ;Imlted number 
of small subsets [sL This IS less error-prone than using many 
features to earn' out cumple:te r('<;ognlllon. The features used 
to compute the visual .... e.-..:npuun of a word image are shown 
~I,'w: 

I). A slgnl!;';ant filleJ space at tht beginning or tnJ of a 
word ie.g .• the Sp.lCe to the right of the Hrtlcal p.lrt tn 
the 'c'l; 

I. A Shelf{ HTucal pJrt (e.g~ the leg \.If an '(1; 

2. A long \trtlca! p:.Irt nttnJtn~ aoow tht m.ltn p.lrt uf the 
w\.lrd (e.g .• the .JS4.enJtr purtlun uf a 'b'); 

3. A lung \ erue,,1 p.lrt e\ttndlng bell)w the m.l!n Ix~.h; of 
the ~on1 (e,g~ the J~enJer In .I 'p'l: 

4. Duts over shurt vutI.:;)1 p..irl'i (,l!.:CUN In .In 'I'); 

5, Dot" o\er long \ert.eal p..irt.~ (,.:curs In .. 'J'), 

The visual Je-.cnpu\,n [,IT tolch .:haracter IS ~h0"" n belu .... : 

r.:----~'-'- ----.,. I a 01; h 11: n II u II I b 21 I' 4: p 31 I v 0 
, L 10 ~: '15 ~ 4 \3 I "" 0 , 

J 11 k !I) 

I 
r 10 I X 0 

e 10 1 1 s I) y I) 

20 m III 
I 

t I z 0 
II n II 
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'nptlon of a word is repr.:scnUlJ b\" appending 
riptlons of its characters. Any zero that ap('!ars 

betwetn two non'zerlles IS deletet.l and at most ont zero is 
rttalned :It t e beginning or end. For example. the visual 
Jescnption of ~Jog" IS ~121111", thl! visual description of cat is 
~111". and th visual Je.-..:nption of "tie" IS ~u 10". The zer()('C'\ 
He dtleted be aust il l~ eaSltr to dttt(;t filled spaces at the: tnus 
of word~ tha In the mlddlt. This repr~ntatton is then useU 
Tu p..orlltlOn a icthlnarV uf w()rJ~ Into subsets that all have tht 
",me \!sual d s.:nptiun. 

ThiS sent .. twn IS able to produce small subsets in 
[5L !','r a \'ocahu I,m; of -13.26-1 words. 28""0 
w.l~ unl4utl v ~recltltd t)\, the reprc:senwtl0n. 
~ILt of iI p..irtltlon "I th~ vocabulilrv W3S 

c'nly 2.5. is mttresttng to n01t that this vocabulary 
represents ()\'tr 1.000,1)00 w .. 'rJs of runnmg text. 

Th~ rtprtsentJtK'n IS al.;o demonstrably reltabk An 
Jigurithm "'.IS ablt to ~urrt(;tly compute tho! shape numbers In 

S5':o,. to lOLl"" ~f 15m ""ord im.lge-;. Th(.remaining ca~ were 
JII reJecttd. i~" there WJS !1-;;' error rate. Figure 1. illustrateS 
th( imagt proces.~ing operations used by thiS prog.ram. 
. ! 
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me I DOW ma, over 

au! ml, me ml, ml, DOW DOW ma, 

";~ j' 
me ma, me ma, ml, DOW DOW ma, 

I 

Figure 2. An example search space for the neighborhood { me. now, '"1'Iay, over} with shape number 
-11110-. Each node contains a position mdlC:ator -n:" where n is one of 1 thrqugh S. The test at each node IS 

carTled out by discriminating between the features that follow the position mdicator. 

J. HYPOTIiESIS TESTING 

The hypothesis testing strategy presented here is given a 
neighborhood and uses the words in that neighborhood to 
determme a feature testing sequence, This testing sequence is 
adaptable to differences in low·level visual d1aracteristics, such 
as different fonts. This low·level adaptability -is reflected in a 
change in testing sequence " .. hen it is discovered that the visual 
cha racteristic::s of the input have changed. 

Another characteristic of the hypothesis testing strategy 
is the ability to alter its future testing strategy based on the 
hIgh level gOo'll of the reading process. This is carried out in 
human rudmg when people are -readmg for content- as 
opp.JSed to when they 3re -reading for pleasure-. Different 
feature testing str~tegies ue used in both cases. The high level 
ad"pt .. btluy IS deslr.ble in a reading algf'flthm in similar sltua' 
tlons.. for example, if an algomhm IS reading mstructions 
about the dosage of pr~ril"t\on medIcine'S. a very precise tech· 
nlque is r~ulred. HO,,"'e\'er, a degree of imperfection might be 
acceptable if an algonthm ,,"'as reading a newspaper article. 

3.1 Hypothesis Testing .s Search 

The deslTable charactenstics of a feature testing strategy 
outlined aboH are realized by a search control structure. This 
control structure determines the order in ,,"'hich featu res are 
tested m a word Image and uses the results of those tests to 
determme sub!;equent tests.. The result of each test reduces the 
number of ,,"'ords that could match the ml"ut image. Low· 
level adapt.:.bility IS provided by the interpretation that takes 
plol,e dunng the s.: .. rch. l'nr~h .. ble results in a situation 
\I. h~re reliable r~ults ,,"'ere preViously altamed causes bad.' 
t r~d, ing to tal..e place. lIigh level adapt.:.bllity is pro\'lded by 
all,',,"'ang different levels of redundancy in the testing process. 
A rigorous strategy of reading for content r~ulTes more 
confirming eVIdence du ring the search than does the less 
rigorou~ one of re .. dmg for pleasure. 
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The search :strategy is best explained by first recalling 
that in the hY~thesis generation process. every word m a 
neighborhood IS Ciharacterized by the same visual descnptlon. 
The left·to·right .Isequence of digits in the visual descriptIon 
corresponds to tlle left,to·right sequence of features in the 
Input word. 

Individual ~'ords in the neighborhood are distinguished 
by what occurs &twUIt the features in their visual descrip
tion. This charac!' ristic is used in the search by first quantify· 
109 these ilt!U'Y'/e lUes and then using a testing strategy that.. 
at each step in t, e search. discriminates among the limited 
number of mner ~eatures that can occur in a specific position, 
The inner·featureslused here are: 

feature 
code 

description 

E empty space; 
1 closed at both the top and bottom. e.g. '0': 

2 closed at the top. e.g, 'n'; 
3 closed at the bottom, e,g. 'u'; 
4 • left of a short vertical part in an 'a'; 
5 right of a short vertical part in a 'c': 
6 right of the short vertical, part m 'e'; 
7 right of a long Hrtical part in an 'r; 
8 between two short vertical parts in a 'g'; 
9 right of a long Vertical part in a '1;.'; 

10 : right of a short nrtical·part in an 'r', 

An example is Inow u,<t'd to explain the hypothesis testing 
strategy. figure 2 sho'A.'s the h \.pot hesls testing search space 
for the neighborhockl I me, now, may, onr) that has the 
visual description -III W-. The areas between each vertical 
part are numbered ftom left·ta-right with the digits I through 
5, as shown at the t~p of the ligure. The first level of the tree 
shows the different iPOSSlbilitles for tests in each of the five i 

I 
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avg-Virtst vocab. .... orels in '10 voc. no. of max. aVI· nG. ambig • rU.shrtst avg. 
size tut un~ nl1l nI!l n21 trees !)Ilh ~lh avl!'. path 
10 246640 100 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
SO 413.565 70 6 3 2.5 0 1 - I.l 1.4 
100 483355 55 16 4 2.3 1 i 2 1.1 1.5 
2SO 566.238 51 39 8 3.1 2 I 2 1.1 1.5 
500 632693 49 14 10 3.5 3 I 2 1.2 1.6 
7SO 674 112 47 109 12 3.6 3 2 1.3 1.6 
1000 705045 46 147 14 3.1 5 I 1 1.3 1.6 
2000 781.581 45 283 24 3.9 9 I 3 1.3 1.6 
3000 827178 42 • • 428 32 4.0 8 3 1.3 1.7 

Table 1. Ch.aracteristics of the search trees of the given vocabulari1 Noution: ·voc. uniq* is the percen· 
uge of the vocabulary uniquely specified by the shape measure: ·ngl* is,a neighborhood that conuins greater 
than one word. thus. e.g. "avg. ng 1* is read as the average size of the nei~hborhoods that conuins gruter than 
one word. i 

pOSItions. The first pOSition can only conuin an empty space. 
This does not reduce the solution space. The second po!Iition 
can contain either feature I (closed at the top and bottom), 
which occurs between the two short vertical parts in an '0', or 
the second po!Iition can contain feature 2 (closed at the top 
only), which occurs between the fim two short vertical parts 
of an 'm' or an 'n',Jf future 1 is found, the input is recog
nized as the word ·over-. If feature 2 is found, the solution 
space is reduced to { me, now, may} and the search continues. 
If neither future I nor feature 2 is found in the second posi· 
tion, the input is rejected. 

Continuing the example, if feature 2 is found in position 
two. positiOns three, four and five are considered next. If po!Ii
tion three is empty, ·no ... ·• IS recognized. and if position three 
contains feature 2, the solution space is reduced to { me. may I 
and either positions four or five are tested to carry out the 
recognition. A similar process would take place along the 
other paths in the tret. The difference 'between ea<:h path is 
the tests at the n.x!1K Th~ tests can vary In difficulty. For 
example, { me, now, may. ow:r I may be completdy recognized 
by a single test In posltl0n four. This is 11 four·place test. as 
opposed to the sequence ,'i .II three·place test followed by a .. 
two·place test that would be needed if the search started In 
posillon three. 

Lo ... · ·Ievel adapt.lb:iltV is provided by a~<;('Ciating a 
,()nfiden~e measure with the result of e;;..;h test. High level 
J.daptdb'lltv is provided h\' Jitermg the decISIon proces.'\. If the 
algomhm is ·reading for ,,:easure", the fint su,ct:S.~ful path IS 
oI.:.:epted. If the algomhm IS -reading for content", more thdn 
one path is e~plored. F ... .:h tinal dedslon mu~t agree for the 

correct v.ord to be output. Other"'lse. a ranked set of d~I' 
Sh.>nS IS output. 

3.2 Statistical Study of Hypotbesis Testing 

Varhlus ch~ra.:tefl~([" elf the sear<:h tree" are Interestmg 
If this methodologv IS to be a<;('<j for reading large vo<:a/)ulanes. 
Th~ chara.:teflstlcs Inc!u.!e the overall number at tree~ 
needeJ for a given ~u.;a/)u!.r· •. ThiS IS the <:ame as the number 
of neIghborhoods that con: .. :n more th,m one word. The aver' 
age number of ... ords In t~''''' neighll<Jrh(,,)(js indicates the Slle 
of the initial solution sp;._t for 01 typI.:al tree. Sin~e it IS also 
"""'~Ible that the given inr::,r'(eature ~t IS unable tll discnm· 
inate a given set of word ... the number of amhiguous search 
trees 1$ a Iso of in terest. 
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An idteresting aspect of the se .. rch trees are the shortest 
pathS fro~ the root to a terminal node in each tree. The 
number of nodes on such a path is eqUivalent to the number of 
tests that ,,\,OUld have to be executed to recognize any word in 
the neighbQrhood that corresponds to that tree. If the max
imum leng,h of the shortest path in all the trees of a given 
vocabulary ,is small. then the maximum number of tests that 
would hav~ to be executed to recognize any word in that voca
bulary is alilo small. The ~verage shortest path in all neighbor
hoods is alS\' of interest since it indicates the average number 
of tests req"lired by any tree. The average of the average path 
lengtb in air the trees indicates the number of tests needed to 
uplore the i average tree. This shows the number of tests 
needed by ar adOlptive testing strategy that could begin at any 
posItion. : 

The sq.tistlcal cJ:laracteristics of search trees were com
puted for v<kabularies pf from 10 to 3000 word~ The results 
of this studt are presented In Table I. The vo<:abuiaries were 
eltracted from the Brown \.'Orpus (6) which is a l,OtJ.s~q 
word t~Xt d~igned to be representative of contemporary Amer
ican English, This text wa~ converted to all lower case and 
the lRdividu~1 words were broken out :lnd sorted by their fre· 
quenc\' of cx;currence in the corpu'l. The top n most frequent 
worJs were \U!IeU I,) <:onstruct 01 v()I.:alJulary of .. ize n, whert n 
ran~td from: 10 to 3000. as ~hown in the first column of T41Jle 
1. The se.;on~ column of TJble I ~ho ..... th( number of ... ,'rd~ 
in the corpus, that are represented by the v(lCahul.Jry size in the 
lint columnr The po:'ru:ntage of the vocabulary that IS 

unll.;uely spe);tfied by its visual descflptlon ill shown m the 
thlrJ colum~ of the table. This IS the percentage of the \·,.;a· 
bul;Jry tholt tlas a neighburh~Xld that contains onlv itself. Th~ 
other \(lCahular". word~ all fall In a neighoorhood of gr'Jter 
th.Jn one ",Jrd. The number of neighborhoods that <:on!JIn 
m~'r~ th..tn o~e ",ord is giHn in the column labeled ·nv. vf 
nh 1-. The mpXlR1Um and a\ erage number oi word .. in ne:.h· 
n.:rhLX'fJ- th.J~ <ont..tln more than one ... ,'rd _ ..tr~ lIh,)"'·n 10 the 
<fllumn. h~"JI!l1 -max. ngl" and "avg. nlli. rhe number "f 
ne:~hborh\X)lj~ ... here eH!ry ",ord cann,>( be unlqI.C:lv 

rec~niled 15 ~hown in the column labeled "no. amhig. Uet'l-. 
The max,mu"lland a\l!rage length of a .. hortest p.1th In ~"ry 
tr~e are glwnJ In the columns lah.:l~ -mOlx. shrt.( p.lth a:'ld 
"a\g. shrt .. t ~th". The overall average of the average length 
path en everyl tree is given in the column labeled ".1Ivg. avg. 
path". ' 



Some interesting results of this study include the average 
number of words in a neighborhood of size greater than one, 
the number of ambiguous trees. as well as the characteristics of 
the shortest paths in each tree. The avel'llge number of words 
in a neighborhood of more than one word reaches only 4.0 for 
a vocabularv of 3000 words. whIch accounts for more than 
83"'0 of the ~ntlre corpus. Thu,", the average solution space con
tains onl'o' 4.0 words. The number of ambiguous trees onlv 
reaches 8 'out of 428 totals trees. or about 2%. 

The highest average shortest path for any vocabulary is 
onlv 1.3 for the .lCXlO word vocabulary. This says that on Ihe 
ave~age, only 1.3 tests are needed to recognize a vocabulary of 
3000 words. Similarly. the average length of all paths in all 
the search spaces ranges from 1.4 to \.7. This is an even more 
encouraging result which statrs that the average neIghborhood 
ne-e-ds only this many tests to dlSlCriminate between its words. 

The characteristics of the tests at the nodes in the search 
trees were also studied. The number of different tests in all of 
the trees tells the number of tests that must be programmed If 
an exhaustive testing strategy IS used. The number of different 
tests on a single shortest path chosen from each neighborhood 
Indicates the minimum number of tests needed. These figures 
are shown in Table 2. It is interesting that the number of 
different tests in all parts of all the trees only goes up to 923. 
Also, the minimum number of tests ne-e-ded If a single shortest 
path is chosen from each neighborhood ranges up to 212 for 
the 3000 word vocabulary. The first shortest path in each 
neighborhood was chosen for the purpose of this study. A pro' 
cedure is currently being developed that will find the 
mmimum number of tests where each test is ranked according 
to difficulty. It is expected that an even smaller number of 
tests will be found with thiS procedure. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The viability of the hypothesis testing strategy and its 
ability to adapt to different input conditions was demonstrated 
by Its implementation for a vocabulary of JOO·words. These 
are the 100 most frequent words in the Brown corpus that 
~ ere part of the statistical studies discussed earlier. Each of 
these words was generated in five different fonts.. The fonts 
were 24 pt. samples of Americana. Baskerville Bold, Bembe. 
Rodoni Bold. and Bodon; llookface. These font samples were 
digitized at 500 pixels per inch binary on a laser drum scanner. 
Examples of each of the fonts are shown in Figure 3. The 

vocab. diffe ~nt tests in different tests on one 
Sil.Ae a I trees shortest Nth in each tree 
10 0 0 
50 13 6 
100 3S 14 

250 91 30 

500 199 S9 

150 282 80 
1000 350 I 101 

1631 151 
3000 1923 212 

Th e total number c different t~ts in all parts of all the trees 
Table 2. C'ha r:~ristics of the tests in the search space. 

s shown. aJon wi the number of different tests on a shor-I g , 
test path chosen from every search ~pace. 

word images ~'ere generated by appending the images of the 
appropriate characters. This resulted in SOO input imagf:S. 

The "reading (or pleasure" testing strategy was used for 
this experiment. l1\is strategy utilizes the tests on a shortest 
path in each search ~pace. For the purpose of this experiment. 
the first shortf:St patr: in each of the 16 search spaces wu used. 
This required the progl'llmming of only the 14 different 
discrimination tests hown below: 

I. (1 a) 8. (] 3) 
2. (6EE) 9. (6E 10E) 
3. (6E !OEE EE) 10. (1 3 E) 
4. (E EE) II. (6E 6EE) 
S. (6EE 10E EE) 12. (6E E EE) 
6. ( 1 2 5E4 6EE) 13. (t 2) 
7. (] 9E E4)' 14. (6E EE) 

For example. discritpination test number 1 requires that the 
progl'llm decide whe'her feature number 1 is present at a given 
location or whethe there is an empty space. Recall that 
feature number I i ·closed al the topft. The discrimination 
between inner·featu e number I and E was done with a con
volution operator t at was applied in a zone near the top of 
the two vertical rlS in questIon. If a strong output was 

jklm jkllTI 
j 1m ( a) (1)) 

jklm jI~IlTI (e) 

(c) (.1,) 

Figure 3. Examples of characters from each font used in the recognition tes~ Ca). Americana, (b). Basker-
ville Bold, (c), Ikmbo. (d), Bodoni Bold. and (e). Bodoni Book. • 
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.-
found. this was ta!;en to mdicate the presence of a closure. If 
no such output IA'U found. E WI. .. .J~ided. A similar procedure 
was derived for the other discrimmation tests. Note that two 
consecutive 'f's enclose one of the leiters that have a visual 
description of ju~ '0'. 

The results of the recognition tests are shown in Table 3. 
Cp to 97% of the input words were corr~t1y recognized. 
However. this can range as low as 92% for the Bodoni Bold 
font. Since no reject option was programmed. the error rate is 
100 minus the corr~t recognition rate. Work is currently 
underway on the refinement of the Inner-features and the 
development of a streamlined procedure for carrying out the 
tests. This is ex~ted to lead to much better ~rformance. 

Font %corr~t %error 
Amer. 97 3 

Bas.Bold 95 5 
Bembo 97 3 

Bod.Bold 92 8 
Bod.Book 97 3 

Table 3. Results of recognition experiment for the top 100 
mast frequent words in the Brown Corpus generated in five 
different fonts. The reading for pleasure strategy was used. 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

A two-stage algorithm was presented for reading images 
of words that consists of hypothesis generation followed by 
hypothesiS testing. The design of this algorithm was based on 
the human word recognition process. The hypothesis testing 
stage was the primary subject of this paper. 

The hypothesis testing process was formulated as a tree 
search interpretation of an input image.,where the search space 
was determined from the results of the h'ypothesis generation 
suge. The hypothesis testing process uses tests at each node that 
dlscnminate between a 'small number of features. If a test 
succeeds. the number of words that could exist in the input are 
reduced. If the test does not succeed. bac!; track.ing ta!;es place 
and the search continues. 

A sUtlstlcal study of the tree! used in hypothesis testing 
for vocabularies of from \0 to 3000 words was carried out. 
This study showed that the average number of words in any 
search space was always less than or equal to 4.0. although it 
did range up to 32 in one case. The number of trees with no 
solution was only about 2% of .. II possible trees. The shortest 
pOlth in all the search spaces never exceeded three nodes. This 
S;Jys that no more than three tests need to be executed consecu' 
tlvely to recognize any Input word. 

The discnmlnatlon tests at every node were also studied. 
It was found. for the 3000 word vocabulary. that there were 
only up to 923 different tests In all pOlrts of every tree and 
onlv 212 different tests In a collection of shortest paths from 
eve~y neighborhood. Therefore. at most three tests would have 
to be executed to recognize any of 3000 different words and 
these tests would be chosen from among only 212 different 
possibilities. 

Image processing experiments were also carried 01.1 t that 
showed the viability of this methodology. Images of 100 
diff erent words in five different fonts were input to this tech
nique, Correct recognition was achieved in 92% to 97% of all 
cases. 
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ults show that it is advisable to design a reading 
application of knowledge about the human read

The algorithm presented in this paper concerned 
only two co ponents of this process that deal with word level 

ation. The complete human reading process con
tainS many ther stages such as syntactic and semantic analysis 
that should a topic of further research. 
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